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COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Gemini, June 12, Thursday @ 8:30 PM
Cancer, July 11, @ 7:45 PM

In this Issue
The Core Problem and the Solution

by Tom Carney

Workshops/Classes (To participate, please call to arrange a meeting)
Building the Lighted Way – Sundays @ 9:00 AM
White Magician Training - Wednesday Evenings @ 7:00 PM
Online Workshop/Class/Group Meditations (Please call to join)
New and Full Moon meditations (To sign up for notices e-mail wezkuhl@gmail.com)

Group Meditation Work
May 29, through June 26, 2014
The evolution is important not of earthly humanity but of humanity of the Universe. If this simple
formula could be adopted by human hearts, the whole starry vault would become tangible. Verily, it
would be easier for the beings of other worlds to pierce through the stifling atmosphere of Earth if
toward them were coming appeals from earthly incarnates. Community, 32.
June 27, through July 26, 2014
The work you have to do is to take the knowledge which is yours and adjust its application to the
world's need so that recognition of the truth may be rapid. In the heart of every man lies hid the flower
of the intuition. On that you can depend, and no eternal or cosmic fact clothed in a suitable form will
fail to receive its meed of recognition and understanding. The Rays And The Initiations P. 11

Arcana Workshops
Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax exempt corporation.
Donations are greatly appreciated and tax deductible
Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
Phone 310-545-0910
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The Core Problem and the Solution

A

prevalent than we would like to know
t this moment the resources of
about, slavery has been recognized
the planet are treated as
as against the principles of human
“property.” Those resources
rights and law.
include the very land of the planet
which we call real estate and
Also included in property are the
anything the land contains below it,
much less tangible things such as
such as minerals, or on it, such as
stocks and bonds and a bewildering
timber or food, and water. Not often
array of other such documents like
seen as a planetary resource is air.
credit default swaps. Even though
Although air is what we breathe, it is
they are legally considered to be
also the medium through which
persons, Corporations are also
utilities like electricity, and electronic
property.
This
includes
emissions like radio, TV, and
privately
owned
giant
Internet traffic move. These
corporations such as
utilities move through what
Bechtel, Cargill, and
we call airwaves. The
Corporations
Koch Industries.
airwaves are regulated
are managed,
property paths which are
not for the
still owned by us or the
Other
huge
Common Good
government. We lease
corporations, of which
or the General
these paths to private
Walmart is the world’s
Welfare, but to
persons
called
largest, are “publicly
enhance stock
Corporations.
owned.” However in
holder value.
most cases, for example
For many centuries most
Walmart
whose
family
human beings were seen as and
owns over 50% of Wal-Mart
treated as the property, or serfs, or
Stores, Inc. stock, a very small
subjects of ruling individuals, royalty
number of individuals own a
or class. Eventually this situation was
controlling interest of a corporation’s
recognized for what it was, slavery.
stock. Corporations are managed,
Slavery is the ownership of one
not for the Common Good or the
person by another person. Slavery
General Welfare, but to enhance
destroys the owned individual’s
stock holder value. In most cases
personhood and reduces him or her
this means a very exclusive small
to a state of property with no rights or
group of individuals. And of course
dignity. Although it is still more
there are the banks, of which the
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largest in the United States in 2011
were JP Morgan Chase, Bank of
America, Citigroup, Wells Fargo, and
Goldman Sachs.
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hardware is proprietary, patented,
and owned intellectual property.

As we know, the overwhelmingly vast
percentage of all property listed
above, as well as the “liquid”
In addition, we have so called
mediums of exchange which are
intellectual property, or “creations of
generally called cash or money, is
the mind.” This last area includes,
owned and otherwise controlled by a
among a vast array of other things,
tiny handful of individual people. This
those “creations of the mind” which
includes most of the technological
we call Technology. Technology
intellectual property which is being
consists of software and hardware.
used to bring the planet under control
and which is patented and owned by
The software is largely a dense
technology companies like Apple,
formulation or manifestation of a
Google, Amazon, food and drug
relatively new engineering process
companies like Monsanto
called programming. The
and Pfizer.
end results of a
The
question
is
which
program manifest
humans will manage the
It is easy for
as a series of
planet
and
for
whose
anyone
who
electronic
sake?
looks ahead to
commands.
In
see
that
the
most
instances,
evolution of technology,
when actuated, these
programming,
and
hardware
commands will cause a piece of
development will soon result in
hardware, an actual dense physical
various technologies or robots that
machine designed to use the
will perform millions of the functions
software, to do something.
that are now done by human
workers.
Soon
enough,
this
Technologies can be thought of as
technology will make it possible for
some manner of a robot. Technology
humans to actually manage the
robots vary in size from infinitely tiny
planet.
things, like nanobots to huge
machines which employ millions of
The question is which humans will
tiny things to perform some task or
manage the planet and for whose
other. When actuated, they do what
sake?”
their program tells them to do. With
the exception of what is called openAccording to the Forbes report
source, all of this software and
released in March 2013, there are
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smidgen of what, because of
currently 1,426 billionaires worldwide
something called “security,” was not
(Wikipedia). (A billion looks like this:
revealed.
1,000,000,000. A million looks like
this: 1,000,000.) These are just the
Ask yourself, whose security is being
“dollar” billionaires. If we lower the
considered here? While I would not
amount of wealth to just 30 million,
rule out the scenario from The
this number, according to the World
Matrix, it is Aldous Huxley’s Brave
Ultra Wealth Report, would go to
New
World,
with
lots
of
199,235 individuals (Wikipedia). There
consciousness numbing drugs and
are probably another hundred
toys, which seems a more likely
thousand or so UHNWI (Ultra highpossibility. As the inhabitants of this
net-worth-individuals)
of
other
world say, "A gram is better than a
currencies around as well. The yearly
damn."
total of what most of us as
individuals
earn
doesn’t
If we are going to do
amount to a day’s pay, or in
If we are
anything
about
this
the case of the average
going to do
situation, we must regain
minimum wage worker,
anything
control
of
our
even an hour’s pay for
about this
governments.
The
one
of
the
1,645
situation, we
upcoming 2014 elections
billionaires who represent
must regain
at all levels are of
a combined wealth of
control of our
supreme importance. I
$6.4 trillion.
governments!
am absolutely certain that
the Forces of Light are
At this moment, world
doing everything that can be
democratic governments are
done by them to aid and support
all that stand between what little
our efforts.
freedom and equality we now have
and the return to a planet owned and
I am also well aware of the process
operated by and for the benefit of the
of invocation and evocation. This
UHNWI or the “Job Providers” as
process is not fulfilled through
they style themselves. Realize that
beseeching the Great Ones for aid.
the immediate, actually ongoing
Effective
invocation
is
the
agenda of these forces is the
demonstration that we are doing
domination and control of our
everything that we can do. As we
government. We have been lately
strive to overcome these humanreading about words like privacy that
generated blockages to evolution,
have all but disappeared. The
our actions in any and all areas of
revelations that The Snowden
our
daily lives
generate
an
Papers have been generating are a
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Action meditations are initiating
energy
directing
meditations.
Examples of this kind of work are the
Sub-Plane Clearing Meditation and
the Capitol Cleaning Meditation. The
Capitol Cleaning Meditation is a
focused
sup-plane
clearing
meditation. It has a format that can
be used for any location on the
Planet. We would be happy to
provide copies of these meditations
upon request.

overwhelmingly powerful invocative
energy stream that will call out an
equally overwhelming
evocative
response. We can only be helped to
do what we do, what we have the
heart and courage to do.
It’s all about evolution and freewill.
We have to demonstrate the will to
be free by being free.
The one thing that all meditators
can do and which only skilled
meditators should do is to participate
in what I am calling, for lack of any
other name, Action Meditations.

Tom Carney
June, 2014
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